Rapunzel

In this video on the MCLS YouTube channel, Miss Connie will retell the original story of the Rapunzel using cardboard characters and introduce a variety of fractured fairy tales related to the story. At the end you can follow along as she shows you how to make your own characters.

Ages Pre-K-2. Video will be available July 3rd.

More books to try at home:
Try these retellings of the classic story, Rapunzel, that are set in unique place, told from a new point of view or have some kind of fun twist!

Here are supplies you will need to make your cardboard Rapunzel characters:

* Some kind of stiff paper - cardboard, card stock, cereal box or even a shirt box will do
* Something to give your characters color like colored paper, crayons, or markers
* Long braid for Rapunzel - curling ribbon, ribbon or yarn
* Child friendly glue and child friendly scissors
* Shape templates